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Abstract:
In order to provide a precise concept of the term health promotion, and especially to explain the position of
this concept as an interdisciplinary term, carrying out several purely theoretical discussions, in which one of
the audiences works in the field of humanities is a necessity. In other words, it seems essential to seriously
consider the relationship between the concept of health promotion as a data and a relatively new term with
various fields of humanities. One of the sciences that can be considered in this study, its interaction with
health promotion be examined is medical history. The present article endeavors to introduce a set of the most
important data related to medical history in Iran, and to discuss how medical history can help the promotion
of health. This research is based on the paying attention to history and its branches (including medical
history) and the insistence that in the exchange of data between health promotion and medical history, we are
faced with a series of interdisciplinary concepts and knowledge, including theoretical precursors. At present,
there is a relatively specialized library on the subject of medical history at the Academy of Medical Sciences.
Getting familiar with the diverse set of information resources available in this library, along with providing a
relatively accurate report of the contribution of some documents, data and institutions to formation of the
national health system of the country can elucidate the aforementioned issues. Accordingly, considering
history-based researches, several strategies for using medical history in the field of health promotion have
been proposed.
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